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Australian Privacy Foundation (APF) supports Commissioner's call to treat anonymised data as personal information.

Privacy Commissioner Timothy Pilgrim recently warned that emerging Big Data tools mean it is becoming necessary to treat 'anonymised' information as personal information for the purposes of privacy and security.

The APF today came out in support of the Commissioner's view. There is growing awareness in technical communities that re-identification is becoming continually easier over time, due to the growing accessibility of matchable data sets and to dramatic advances in Big Data techniques.

Publicly available data sets combined with re-identification techniques mean that every Australian will face a raised personal information security threat as a result. If that threat is realised, it can be difficult or impossible to recover from such breaches of privacy. Information not only wants to be free, once it has escaped it can never be recaptured.

Individuals whose data is released under the new, lightly de-identified Big Data model will be effectively on their own, but in the dark. There is in practice no revocation or recall if de-identification attempts turn out to be ineffective, as most will become over time.

The awareness of these new and powerful capabilities current only recognised by technical communities needs to spread into the broader government agency communities in order that the increasing risk of re-identification becomes the core concern that needs to be addressed up front.

This should be achieved by open, transparent technical, risk and other inquiries before government agencies commit to the routine and unprotected disclosure of weakly de-identified Big Data 'lakes' into the wild, where it will be fair game for any actor around the world.

Re-identification techniques and cross reference sources continually improve and -- thanks to a lack of support of pro-privacy law reform by federal governments -- in Australian law there is still no legal obligation to tell data subjects, and no enforceable legal remedy if and when, as is almost inevitable, something goes wrong and there is a breach.

The beleaguered Privacy Commissioner, now filling in for the other two recently abolished Information commissioners, has neither the powers nor the resources to address the potential hidden impact of the release of poorly anonymised data on a massive scale.

The 'disruptive' hype and Big Government enthusiasm about flushing our Big Data into the wild with a few fields removed should be held in abeyance, until the long-needed intrusion and notification laws are in place.

A proper set of open inquiries should also be carried out to identify the risk posed to individuals, and make sure that those who create it will be totally responsible when it comes back to bite us after re-identification. At present it looks like little care and no responsibility for re-identification; unsuspecting data subjects will be fair game.

The APF calls on government agencies to re-think their willingness to expose Australians to the risk of future re-identification by their new found enthusiasm for releasing whole data sets of 'anonymised' personal information under the brand 'open data'. There are neither effective security controls nor effective legal remedies for a breach of personal data de-identification. Many agencies appear in a state of denial about their potential projection of the risk of future re-identification onto the subjects of those data sets, once released from their protection in secure government systems.
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